Years were passing by and I was just trying to get out of Professor's way. I was fiddling around, doing something but I was pretty sure that Professor wouldn't like it that much. He was constantly repeating that I was trying to hold too many posts, that I finally had to decide what to do and "devote myself". I wasn't convinced; I started to believe that science was a kind of order, and I didn't want to become a monk. But that was something Professor truly believed in -for him science was an order, even an enclosed one.
Professor left me alone for a while; it wasn't His usual practice to pester people in the corridor or examine them in front of the ward. Quite the contrary. He always asked people to come to his office where He could reprimand them, but always in private and in a very calm manner. He really kept to that. So I can't even express my astonishment to Professor's firm, and in the corridor, reaction, to my answer that I would rather wait a bit with completing my PhD. He said: "If I were taller and stronger, I would bash you over the head!". To tell the truth, it was then that I truly realised how much He cared; and I didn't have any idea that He cared so much. The next day I started the research for my PhD thesis and from then on everything went quite fast. The "physical punishment" that was luring over me worked only because it was announced with love. Never before or after did I see so many emotions written all over Professor's face. Obviously, it doesn't mean that He was an emotionless person, but definitely He wasn't lavish with showing His feelings.
There was one exception, though -the conversations about our grandchildren. Within the past 5 years we both became grandfathers and that turned out to be another thing that we had in common. The presentation of photographs (numerous of mine, single of Professor's) and questions about our grandchildren's health constituted a fundamental part of each and every meeting. We stopped, however, talking about pets the moment Professor's beloved hamster died in unclear circumstances, as far as I can remember. I wouldn't have thought that Professor would be affected that much by the hamster's death; it was one of those few moments when the cover He used to hide behind, vanished.
It almost goes without saying that while writing about the deceased one should mention only honourable things. Nevertheless, it wouldn't be even Professor's silhouette if I omit the thing that Professor himself considered a great fault and weakness -as a compulsive smoker for many years, He despised himself for that and absolutely wasn't able to accept that defect. Having been then an enthusiast of nicotine myself, I asked Professor a few months after He gave up smoking how He was dealing with that, and He said: "Dealing with it is nothing difficult but finding a new point in life again -that's a different story…". I'm not sure if it was the result of such a declaration but soon after that I had a dream about Professor as a forestry worker (most probably that was a reminiscence of the green waistcoat, which I couldn't recollect seeing for many years then). Dragging on a cigarette, He invited me to His forester's lodge. I told Professor about that dream the next day. "My friend", He said, "what a beautiful dream you had! Tell me about that once again; I can smoke without any pricks of conscience only in your dreams …". I was retelling Him that dream many times.
Obviously, Professor Pużyński was also an author, consultant, full and honorary member, supervisor and what not, but I just want to give priority to Professor's true face He revealed in informal situations so in those moments when only few were allowed to share with Him. If it hadn't been for his professional accomplishments, he wouldn't have been an authority for me, that's pretty clear. By if he hadn't been the man I think he was, Iwould have never been able to learn from Him the most important things. To use the lan guage Professor would definitely approve of -it's not about the didactic but the formative role. Looking back, that is what I believe I'm left with while waiting for our next meeting.
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